
 
 

 
 

 
 

POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER FOR LANCASHIRE 

 
 
 

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT & ENVIRONMENTAL 
INFORMATION REGULATIONS - REGISTER of REQUESTS 

 

Request 
Number 

Date 
Received 

Request 
Received 

Via  Subject of Request Action Taken 
In 

Limit 

 31.03.2023 Email  

 

I would like to know how many incidents have the Police attended to crashes in this area* 
over the past 5 years.    

*In relation to Narrow Moss Lane 

 

Response and 
acknowledgement 
sent via email 
13.04.2023 

Yes 

 29.03.2023 Email   

 

We would like information regarding the number of services commissioned in the past 12 
months.  

We are looking to find: 

1. The number of services commissioned by the Office of the Police and Crime 
Commissioner in the past 12 months for: 

a. Child Victims of Child Criminal Exploitation 

b. Child Victims of Child Sexual Exploitation. 

 

Response sent 
via email 
17.04.2023 

Yes 



 23.03.2023 Email  How much does the office of the police commissioner cost each year 

 

Response sent 
via email 
30.03.2023 

Yes 

 14.03.2023 Email  How many dash camera appeals have there been in 2022 – 2023? 

 

Acknowledged 
and response 
sent via email 
17.03.2023 

Yes 

 24.02.2023 Email (cc)  
How many other witnesses to a potential drug issue have your doctors gone to police to 
provide there medical and personal data too. 

 

Acknowledged 
and response 
sent via email 
02.03.2023 

Yes 

 25.02.2023 Email   

 

Freedom of Information Request Message: 

I request this urgently regarding a xxxx Unique reference : court hearing 

xxxx 

Also, any information about previous assaults violence court appearances  

 

Acknowledged 
and clarification 
requested via 
email 01.03.2023 
 
Clarification 
received 
02.03.2023 
 
Response sent 
via email 
15.03.2023 

Yes 

 22.02.2023 Email  

 

How many complaints have you received from the public about you as the PCC. 

Please provide broad categories of these complaints. 

How many complaints have you received about the Nicola Bulley investigation. 

How many of those complaints were directed at you and how many against the police 
force. 

Please provide broad categories of these complaints. 

Response sent 
via email 
22.03.2023 

Yes 



 22.02.2023 Email  

 

Could you please send me the below details of your current Blue light fleet (inc 
Motorbikes) for market research- 

- Model Year 

- The Vehicle Make & Model 

- Type of Vehicle (Example-Saloon, Wagon etc) -The Role of the Vehicle (Including 
Armed Response Unit) -The Year the Vehicle was Commissioned 

 

Response and 
acknowledgement 
sent via email 
27.02.2023 

Yes 

 12.02.2023 Email   

 

I would appreciate it if you could inform me of how many children have been bereaved by 
domestic abuse in the past 5 years in Lancashire. Please can you include all domestic 
homicides and suspected suicides where domestic abuse was suspected 

 

Response and 
acknowledgement 
sent via email 
21.02.2023 

yes 

 04.02.2023 Email  

 

With regards to the following statement 

“86% of residents who responded to my recent budget proposals survey would like to see 
Lancashire Constabulary receive more funding and my budget decision will allow 
Lancashire Constabulary to continue to deliver on your priorities, reinforce neighbourhood 
policing and dedicated rural taskforces to tackle crime and antisocial behaviour and 
continue the successes of the dedicated rape and serious sexual offences team." 

1. Please tell me, how many people responded? 
2. Where was it advertised? 
3. What efforts did you make to reach all residents of Lancashire with your 

proposals? 
4. Did you advertise it on social media platforms? If so, which and please provide 

copies of all advertisements? 
5. Please include Facebook, Twitter and Nextdoor, as well as local press and radio. 
6. In addition, please provide the PCC policy on social media discussion.   
7. Please provide any policy, rule or guidance on such public engagement (or lack 

of). 

Response sent 
via email 
02.03.2023 

Yes 



 27.01.2023 Email   
I would also like a copy of the policy around covert recording and the use of police 
cameras when interacting with the public. 

 

Response and 
acknowledgement 
sent via email  
01.02.2023 

Yes 

 23.01.2023 Email  

 

Please could you provide me with the following information, in Excel or similar 
spreadsheet form if possible: 

1. How much your current and previous Commissioners claimed in expenses over their 
respective tenures in each of the past three calendar years: 2022, 2021 and 2020.  

2. The total cost of running your office (including staff salaries) for each of the past three 
calendar years: 2022, 2021 and 2020.  

3. The number of staff, in FTE, employed by your office for each of the past three calendar 
years: 2022, 2021 and 2020. 

 

Response sent 
via email 
10.02.2023 

Yes 

 16.01.2023 Email  

 

Of this overwhelming feedback* Andrew proclaims from 92 people, can you provide a list 
of them. 

If you cannot provide their names, can you provide how they are related to Andrew by 
category? 

• Friends 

• Family 

• Friends of friends 

• Part of the same political group 

• Police officers 

• Other political representatives 

*in relation to the replacement of police hats 

Response sent 
via email 
10.02.2023 

Yes 



 10.01.2023 Email   

 

I would be interested to see the accident statistics for that section of the road and the 
number of successful prosecutions brought*1. Not to mention the profit and loss aspect of 
this exercise*2.  

*1 In relation to the A683 close to Tunstall 

*2 Regarding road safety enforcement 

 

Response and 
acknowledgement 
sent via email 
17.01.2023 

Yes 

 
 WDTK = What Do They Know website 


